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offers the most comprehensive and easy-to-use backup and recovery software. it provides fast and
reliable data protection for your pc, mac, linux, and windows environment. with the backup wizard,

you can select the files to be backed up and backup them to a single or multiple media sources such
as a local drive, network, ftp, amazon s3, azure, google cloud, qnap nas, apple time capsule, or

dropbox. just drag and drop the files to be backed up, or select them from windows explorer or a
folder. you can also use the backup wizard to schedule backups, exclude files and folders from

backups, and more. once the backups are complete, simply click to restore the backed up files to
any of your destinations, such as a local drive, network, ftp, amazon s3, azure, google cloud, qnap
nas, apple time capsule, or dropbox. acronis true image online is a one-stop solution that gives you

centralized management of your entire pc, mac, linux, and windows environment. it provides a
secure connection with your acronis storage that allows you to securely share files between devices,
easily access your backups and recover documents at any time. acronis true image online runs on

any device including windows, linux, mac, ipad, iphone, android and chromebooks. you can securely
share files with your family and friends, and easily access your backups from any connected device.
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acronis, inc. ( ) announced today that its enterprise acronis true image backup and disaster recovery
software for server and workstation backups now supports microsoft azure site recovery. with this
announcement, the software now supports every major backup and recovery solution for windows

server, including microsoft system center 2012 r2, microsoft system center 2012, and backup exec.
acronis true image echo enables it managers to quickly and easily recover a complete system or

server from any point in time. for more information, please visit: acronis's true image software lets
you create and store a full image of a running system. this means that a backup system will start

from scratch and be the same as a freshly installed system. that means that you can quickly recover
your entire system to a known-good state whenever disaster strikes. true image is ideal for system

builders, application developers, it managers and it professionals who need to perform regular
backups or restore operations. acronis true image software lets you create and store a full image of

a running system. this means that a backup system will start from scratch and be the same as a
freshly installed system. that means that you can quickly recover your entire system to a known-

good state whenever disaster strikes. true image is ideal for system builders, application developers,
it managers and it professionals who need to perform regular backups or restore operations. acronis
true image enterprise software for windows is the ideal solution for backup and disaster recovery of
windows-based computers. acronis true image allows you to perform a standard backup, restore or
snapshot of a system or a set of files and folders, restore to different hardware or a virtual machine

(note: requires separate add-on license), and much more.product componentsacronis backup
server:ensure optimal usage of storage resources by allowing it administrators to establish backup

policies.acronis management console:deploy product to remote machines and manage backup tasks
remotelyacronis true image windows agent:run backup and recovery tasks on remote windows

workstations in your network.acronis recovery manager:acronis true image is provided with recovery
manager that make possible to run process of restoration without loading the operating system.
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